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PROTEXX PARTITIONS
Protexx Partitions divide your work van into two separate zones: the passenger area, which
doubles as a mobile office, and the cargo area for storing parts and tools. In the event of an
unplanned stop, Protexx Partitions offer an extra level of safety and security. Partitions are
contoured to fit each van and conform to the B-pillar trim and headliner in the van and are
constructed of 1/4” ABS thermoplastic, which has mechanical properties of impact resistance
and toughness.

Allows for full seat travel and
a reasonable amount of seat
recline.
Heat or cool just the
passenger area rather
than the entire van.

Reduces the amount of
noise in the passenger
area coming from items
in the cargo area.

Partitions are available with or
without windows.

Partitions are available for all
current vans. Partitions with
sliding doors are available
for taller vans.

SHELF STAXX
Shelf Staxx are a lightweight, durable van shelving system that creates an organizational solution
for your van. The modular design allows for flexibility in both configuration and layout. Shelf Staxx’s
modern appearance compliments both the current and new generation of commercial vans.

Fiberglass, pultruded
end panels have a
very high strength-toweight ratio. Shelf Staxx
are typically 25-30%
lighter than a traditional
steel shelving unit of
comparable size.

Can easily be
upgraded with
BOXXes, Axxessories,
or pre-designed
vocational packages,
which are called
ProPaxx.

Shelving is
adjustable to
accommodate the
customer’s storage
needs and allow for
added flexibility.

Allows for the ability
to mix and match
different Shelf Staxx
modules when
configuring your van.

BOXXES
BOXXes help you organize your equipment and transport it to your work site in the most efficient
way possible. BOXXes are the DNA of the Sortimo By Knapheide system and offer a truly unique
solution for both Organization and Mobility. Choose from a variety of BOXXes to complete your
storage needs.

Allow users to be organized both on
the vehicle as well as off the vehicle
All BOXXes are interchangeable and
securely lock into Shelf Staxx for safe
transport.
Different styles are available, offering
different levels of organization and
mobility

AXXESSORIES
Customize your storage space with a variety of drawers, doors, cabinets, dividers, lift flaps, hooks,
storage pockets and more to create a personalized work environment that makes you more
productive. Axxessories have a vocational focus and each one has a specific function to make
storage solutions easy.

Axxessories create
additional storage
solutions by securing
items to end panels,
shelves, etc.

Dedicated
solutions for
storing cables,
tools, hoses, tanks,
etc.

Having the right tools and
parts easily accessible is a
productivity enhancer on the
job site

PROPAXX
Preconfigured vocational packages.
HVACR/Plumbing, Electrician or
General Service upgrades available.

An easy way to add BOXXes and
Axxessories to Shelf Staxx.

MAXX DRAWERS
MAXX Drawers are perfect for storing heavy equipment or bulky materials in the van. All MAXX
drawers include a large, ergonomic handle for easily opening and closing of the drawer. Locating
these drawers close to vehicle openings allows the user to easily load and unload items into the
drawers without having to step up into the van.

Ability to easily access storage
from outside the vehicle.

Each drawer is mounted
on 220 lb rated telescopic
slides.

Modular design allows for many
different configurations.
Mount the drawers side by side or
stack them on top of one another.

FLEXX RACK
FLEXX Rack is a modular, drop-down shelving and cargo management system all in one. It has
been developed especially for the requirements of courier, express, and parcel delivery service
providers.

Automatically retained when
folded up with a simple one-hand
movement.
When the shelves
are folded up, both
horizontal and vertical
securing of payload is
possible through the
integrated load securing
system ProSafe.

Shelves are constructed of an
innovative composite material
with a load rating of 265 lbs.
per shelf.

+
SORTING OR ORGANIZATION
•

Find things when you need them

•

More time working and not
searching for parts

•

Less trips back to job site looking
for tools

•

Correct inventory resulting in
payload weight reduction

•

Improves fuel efficiency

MOBILITY
•

The Sortimo BOXX allows for
taking organization from vehicle
to job site

•

Removable BOXX requires fewer
trips back and forth to van

•

Improves productivity
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